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SKCK Police
Clearance
Certificate
Are you in need for a
declaration of good
conduct from Indonesia
for your (future) work or
visa application? Hereby
we will provide you with
some basic information
towards how to apply
Fingerprints taken by VKSS

The Police Clearance
Certificate in Indonesia is
issued by the Indonesian
national police. The certificate
as such is available for all
Indonesian citizens and for
foreigners who lived in
Indonesia for a period of time
with a work or stay visa (IMTA
and or KITAS) without a
criminal record.
When you have stayed in
Indonesia with a visa on
arrival, business visa or social
visa it’s formally not possible to
apply for a Police Clearance
Certificate.

If you are not living in Indonesia and therefore located
abroad you can however still apply for the Police
Clearance Certificate. We recommend using a
specialized immigration law firm to help you with this
procedure. The reasons towards the given advice are the
following:
1. If you have stayed in Indonesia with a visa on arrival,
business visa of social visa, they can help you to apply
for the Police Clearance Certificate, to receive the
documentation which will be accepted by foreign
governments. This also holds if you stayed in Indonesia
with an IMTA and or KITAS. The law firm oversees the
quality of the application documents.
2. The application and guiding documents need to be
delivered at the Indonesian police station and once
processed, the resulting SKCK or Police Clearance
Certificate also need to be picked up again in person at
the police station. If you are not located in Indonesia,
it’s not possible to receive your declaration of good
conduct directly as they will not mail the results to any
location. The immigration law firm takes care of this
process and will deliver the results to you. *

Documents needed for the application:
1. Application letter from your current or former
employer in Indonesia (the law firm provides
templated and guidance to fill out the templates);
2. Application form for the immigration law firm
(provided by the law firm);
3. Fingerprints on the Indonesian fingerprint cards or
fingerprint cards provided by the country where you
are located (template provided by law firm);
4. Four passport sized photos, 6x4, with yellow
background (yellow background can be added by
photoshop).
More information about this procedure can be found
on the website of PNB Immigration Law Firm in
Indonesia. The PNB Immigration Law Firm has a
highly professional approach, wherein their service
can be classified as efficient and rapid and the
communication in English is fluent.
Are you located in the Netherlands or nearby the
Netherlands we, Van Kappel Security Solutions BV,
are able to assist you where it comes to fingerprinting
and the security towards processing your personal
information and privacy.
* Fingerprints can be done at the Indonesian Embassy as well,
they can send the documents to Indonesia for you. Important to
know is that you have to go to Indonesia by yourself to pick up
your Police Certificate Clearance.
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Fingerprints
across the
border
By VKSS
Unlike in The Netherlands, some
countries demand the applicant’s
fingerprints and run them through
their computers to compare them
with convicted or wanted criminals’
fingerprints. We have the important
task to see to it that these
fingerprints will arrive at the
controlling authorities in
accordance with the applicable
requirements.

Initially, Van Kappel was exclusively
responsible for taking fingerprints
for the FBI (Federal Bureau of
Investigation). The American
Consulate in Amsterdam, on special
request of the American Consul
stationed in Amsterdam at the
time, assigned Van Kappel to
execute this task as part of the FBI
reliability investigations and
screenings.

PNB
Immigration

During the past years Van Kappel
Security Solutions’ fingerprint
service has grown to become a
leading organization. Governments
throughout the world now accept
the product as offered by Van
Kappel Security solutions. Based
upon this product, important
competences and individual rights
are granted to the applicants of
whom VKSS has taken fingerprints.
In short, many years of experience
and a high level of affinity with the
subject as well as the necessary
education and training, assure you
of the desired service and expertise.

Application
Van Kappel Security Solutions BV
(VKSS) works with a secured
computerized system. A portal on
our website helps the application of
the fingerprint sheets. This way the
procedure costs less time and the
chance of writing or form errors is
diminished considerably. It also
gives the application a very
professional appearance, which will
expedite the procedure.

On the website of PNB Law Firm
you can find all the required
information how to apply for a
SKCK Police Clearance
Certificate, see link:
https://pnbimmigrationlawfirm.
com/services/police-clearancecertificate-skck-indonesia/

Fingerprints can be done at the Indonesian Embassy in the Netherlands as well,
they can send the documents to Indonesia for you. Important to know is that you
have to go to Indonesia by yourself to pick up your Police Certificate Clearance.

SKCK fingerprint cards
Fingerprints for Indonesia will
be taken on the SKCK
fingerprint cards. It’s important
to type or print your personal
information with black ink on
the fingerprint cards.
The service of Van Kappel
Security Solutions involves two
fingerprint cards and the
guarantee that they will be
submitted to an approved
quality check combined with a
written and signed statement
that your identity was
confirmed by means of a valid
passport.

The following may cause a rejection
or delay in processing your
fingerprint cards:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Low quality print
Poor penmanship
Use of highlighter in entry
block
Entry not within
boundaries of entry block
Labels applied to “Leave
Blank” areas
Submission on nonstandard fingerprint card
Use of pencil or ink other
than black

Type or
print all
informa
tion in
black!

FedEx
If you prefer we can also send the documents for you to Indonesia. We use
Express Post FedEx for sending the documents and only charge the amount
FedEx is charging us

Fingerprint appointment at Van Kappel Security
It is possible to have fingerprints taken at the
location of your choice. In some cases, such as
when companies file multiple applications at
the same time, it can be more efficient and
cost-effective.
Our spacious and bright office is an excellent location for
taking fingerprints in a relaxed and adequate way. Van Kappel
Security Solutions has succeeded in turning a somewhat
awkward occasion into a pleasant experience, as shown by the
numerous expressions of gratitude we have received as
feedback on successful missions.
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Location
Van Kappel Security is located in
Huizen, Hellingstraat 22, 1271VA
the Netherlands.

For more than 18 years we have been managing the fingerprint service for
the private sector, corporate sector, and various national and international
governments, as requested by amongst others the American Consulate in
Amsterdam.

Huizen is from origin an old
harbour town. Our office is located
in the old city centre of this small
town. We have private parking on
the premises. If you prefer to come
by public transport, there is a bus
stop around the corner.

Taking fingerprints is often part of formal procedures where strict rules
apply for different countries. The fingerprint service of Van Kappel Security
BV does not only cover the actual taking of fingerprints, but incorporates
supervision of the whole process, in cases where this is needed. We take care
of the right approach throughout the whole process, up to and including the
secured dispatch of the applicable documents. This guarantees a unique,
professional service with a personal touch.
The taking of fingerprints is done by prior appointment only. If you wish to
use this service, we ask you to complete below questionnaire. After receiving
the completed document, we will contact you as soon as possible for an
appointment at our office or at a different location.
Taking fingerprints at a different location will be charged at rates based on
travel distance and time. We have a mobile dactyloscopic table which
ensures we can deliver the same high quality as in our office.
The form and the data will be encrypted and stored carefully for the duration
of the whole process, after which the data is removed irrevocably from our
systems. For further information regarding data storage please refer to our
Privacy Statement.

The fingerprint technicians from VKSS

The office is within easy reach by
means of public transport or by
car. The bus station is right
around the corner, public
transport will take you to all
directions.
Because of Huizen’s convenient
location near the A1 and the A27,
the office can be reached easily by
car. Around the office you will
find plenty of free parking space.

Reviews
All our efforts towards a highly
professional and trustworthy
service can be celebrated with our
55th 5-star Google review we have
received today (February 12th
2021)! It is with great gratitude
towards our customers that they
have expressed their satisfaction,
without any interest of their own,
towards our fingerprint service.

Information sources
www.vkss.nl
https://pnbimmigrationlawfirm.com
www.moulijn.nl
Google reviews
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